/ / all coaxial minors of an order less than n -m of
1 This is at most one half and generally a much smaller fraction of the number n C m of all coaxial minors of the same order.
-In the case n = 3, one more form appears. Therefore we have | A j = ± a =j= 0, while it was assumed that | A \ -0.
Passing to 3.2, 3.1 applies to every coaxial minor of A, so again every term of | ^4 | vanishes which contains a cycle of less than n indices. As |.4|=|=0, one of the remaining terms, say the above a, must be different from zero. As before every a ik not contained in a is seen to vanish, so A has the form 1.32. §4. In order to prove 1.2, let us first remark that, under the suppositions there made, every non-vanishing coaxial minor | M j of order n -m of A contains by 3.2 exactly n -m non-vanishing elements. To these elements there corresponds a cycle /x of n -m indices which may be called a non-vanishing cycle, and no shorter cycle of the same kind exists. Incidentally we see that the number m belonging to such a given matrix A depends only upon the position of the zero elements of A.
We now remark that in our matrix A any three cycles fi 0 , fi lt jn 2 °f nm indices must have at least one common index. For let v 0 denote the set composed of those indices 1, 2, .. . ., n which are not contained in fx 0 , and define v lf v 2 similarly. As v 0 , v lt v 2 contain each m indices and together at most 3m < n indices, there must exist indices belonging to neither of them and therefore common to § 5. From these cycles /x 0 , /t 1} /x 2 , .. -• a rectangular matrix M can be constructed as follows. In the first line put the indices belonging to ju. o , beginning with an arbitrary index and following each other as in ix 0 . The next line is similarly formed of the indices belonging to fj. u beginning, however, in a way to make at least one common index i of fx 0 and fi x (which by § 4 exists) stand in both in the same column. If another common index k would be found in different columns, as in
where a, /?, . . . . denote groups of indices, a shorter non-vanishing cycle (8 i /3 k £) could be constructed by combining indices of /x 0 and fiy. So if one common index of two cycles stands in both in the same column, the same is true for all common indices. Further, if the one existing )x is (23 .. .. n), a lfc =)=0 and a n =(=0 would belong to a cycle of less than n non-vanishing elements, so then either all a Xk or all a a must vanish; this gives 1.34 and 1.33 respectively.
Finally, if all coaxial minors of A including the first minors vanish, |^4|=)=0 implies 1.32 as stated in 3.2: and if | A | = 0, the rearrangement of its indices i = 1, 2, . . .., n which brings A in the form 1.31 can be made as follows. § 9. If, for a given pair of indices i, k, there exists a product of the form a = a it a ( t .. .. a t k =\=0 (including the case of a product consisting of one element only, i.e. a = a ik =\=0), we say that i is " prior " to k; then in virtue of 3.1 cycles of indices cannot appear in a, and all the indices i, i x , i x , k must be different from one another. Therefore we cannot have i prior to itself. Moreover, if i is prior to k and k is prior to I, then i is prior to I. Hence i and k cannot both be prior to the other.
But there may be pairs of indices between which no relation of priority holds. There may even exist indices which do not appear in any such relation; let their set be J o (which may be void). Let J x be the set of those i's which have no prior k, generally J k be the set of those i's which are not contained in J o , J x , . . . . , J X -i and which have no prior k except in these sets; thus all the indices i belong to the finite number of non-void t/'s. We then fix an arbitrary order between the indices belonging to the same J, and place the indices belonging to J K after those belonging to t/ A _i.
In the new order, a ii; =j=O implies i is prior to k; if, therefore, the rows and columns of A are ordered accordingly, A has the form 1.31; this completes the proof of 1.3.
III. Minors of two consecutive orders. § 10. Let us first establish a decomposition for an arbitrary square matrix A which has a non-vanishing coaxial minor M. M may be assumed to be formed by the first in rows and columns of A. The remaining rows and columns of A intersect in another coaxial minor M 3 , so A may be written Then, as M =j=0, using the symbols 1 7 and X~x for the matrix product and inverse matrix, we can put
Conversely, the matrices M, N, P, Q, with the indicated numbers of rows and columns, may be prescribed arbitrarily and independently of one another, and A is then uniquely given by 10.2. The suppostions of 11.1 are of course contained in those of 10.4. Let G be a condition which, taken in conjunction with the former, will imply the latter. We may remark that even the vanishing of all coaxial minors of A containing M as a minor is not a condition C as it only ensures that Q is of the forms 1.31 or 1.32 (after a certain permutation), so that r may be any number between m and n inclusive.
W. H. Metzler's statement 2 amounts to saying that, M_ being given, " all M_+ but one do not vanish" is such a condition C. This, however, can be replaced by " n mi =j= 0, p im =| = 0 for all i's but one," conditions which do not affect Q and are thus irrelevant for the truth of r = m. Counter examples are indeed easily found, e.g. for m = '2, 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 \A\= 0 0 0 1 0 = 1 . 0 1 0 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 . § 12. To conclude that q ik = 0 from q^qa = 0 it is however sufficient to assume q ik = q ki or q ik = -q ki . But q ik = ± q ki , n ik = p ki is a consequence of a ik = ± «ii for all i, k. Hence this last assumption is a condition C, whereby 2.3 is established.
Another condition C, of a different kind from the previous one and similar to Metzler's condition, is given by 2.2. We verify it by remarking that a | M_++ | which is not a M+ can be written: 
M_

